If you attended AHIMA's
86th Convention &
Exhibit, be sure to
complete the evaluation
for the sessions you
attended in order to
receive your CEUs.
Advertisement

Advertisement

MORE NEWS & RESOURCES FOR CERTIFIED HIM
PROFESSIONALS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING CODING
CERTIFICATION SELF REVIEWS
It's that time again. In order to maintain your Certified
Coding Associate (CCA), Certified Coding Specialist
(CCS), and Certified Coding Specialist Physicianbased
(CCSP) credentials, an annual selfreview must be
completed online by March 31, 2015.
Coding selfreviews are available in the AHIMA STORE.
(Have your AHIMA ID and password handy to log in.)
After submitting the fee and your completed answer
form, log in to the CEU CENTER to get the answers and
verification that you have met your coding selfreview
requirement for this year.

CEU REPORTING DUE DECEMBER 31
As an AHIMAcertified professional, you're already
aware of the value of AHIMA credentials. Don't let
yours become inactive. The twoyear recertification
cycle ends on December 31, 2014.
The Standards for Recertification of the Commission on
Certification for Health Informatics and Information
Management (CCHIIM) require that continuing
education units (CEUs) be reported by March 31, 2015,
to stay in "ACTIVE" status. If you do not report your

SAVE THE DATE

October 30: join AHIMA's
#ICD10Matters Twitter
rally. Any time between
noon and 2 p.m. CT, tweet
at Congressional
leadership and your
members of Congress

CEUs by March 31, 2015, your credential(s) will be

using the hashtag

placed in "INACTIVE" status beginning April 1, 2015.

#ICD10Matters to remind
them ICD10 must be

LEARN MORE.

implemented in 2015. All
you need to participate is

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND: AHIMA
VIRTUAL CAREER FAIR DECEMBER 4

a Twitter account and this
list of Congressional
Twitter handles.

Looking for a challenging, indemand job in HIM?
Register today for AHIMA's Career Assist Virtual Career
Fair, to be held online December 4, 14 p.m. ET.
During this free online event, you'll have the
opportunity to meet with large, small, regional, and
national employers. It's a great way to engage directly
with employers about their current and future HIM
career opportunities, and registration is free.
REGISTER NOW.

Starting November 1:
Visiting the AHIMA Engage
Online Communities could
be worth your while. Use
the Engage site's
networking, sharing, and

CONFERENCES AND EVENTS

ONLINE PRACTICE EXAMS

discussion features
enough, and you might
earn a chance to win a
$75 prize. During the
month of November,
AHIMA will chart the most
active users on the site.
The top five will each
receive a $75 discount off
any AHIMA product in the

Certified in Healthcare Privacy and
Security (CHPS) Exam Prep Workshop
December 1–3
Las Vegas, NV

Planning to pursue AHIMA's Certified
Health Data Analyst (CHDA) or
Certified Documentation Improvement
Practitioner (CDIP) credential? Prepare

online AHIMA Store. See
you at engage.ahima.org
November 1.

NEW JOBS ON

The healthcare industry is rapidly
changing and employers are looking

for the exams with confidence. Test
your skills and knowledge with

for professionals with the ability to

AHIMA's all new CHDA and CDIP

lead privacy and security initiatives.
Show them you have the tools and

Online Practice Exams.

CAREER
ASSIST: JOB
BANK

Exams are convenient (take them

Inpatient Coder

anywhere you have access to the
Internet) and inexpensive. Practice

Coding Supervisor

talent to do so by earning AHIMA's
highly valued and respected CHPS
credential. Prepare to sit for the exam
with AHIMA's CHPS exam preparation
workshops. Eligibility requirements
apply.
Visit our EVENTS CALENDAR for more
upcoming events.

exams help prepare you for testing

Urbana, IL

day. All questions are created by
official item writers and test your

Remote Inpatient Coder
Work From Home

abilities to their utmost. Learn more
about how to get the jump on your
certification exams and take the
online practice tests now.

Assistant Team Lead
Anywhere from within the
US
Coders (home based)

FROM AHIMA PRESS
Certified Health
Data Analyst
(CHDA) Exam
Preparation

By Susan White, PhD, RHIA, CHDA
This textbook and accompanying
online assessment simulate the exam
experience with two fulllength 154
question exams and 150 additional
practice questions that cover all three
CHDA domains. An appendix of
commonly found acronyms also allows
you to review your healthcare–data
specific terminology before sitting for

WI
View more available
positions.

the exam.
PRICE: $84.95
MEMBER PRICE: $69.95
PRODUCT NUMBER: AC400714
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